American Flat Track
Paddock Guest Pass Policy

Each year, we receive numerous requests from riders to waive membership and/or credential fees for their guests and sponsors. Unfortunately, we are unable to accommodate these requests due to contractual and financial obligations that we must uphold and meet.

To clarify the choices that are available for Paddock credentials, please review the credential options below:

**Season Hard Card Credential** – This credential is issued as a season-long credential and eliminates the need for a member to stop by registration at each event to purchase an event credential. Season Credentials are issued for exclusive use by the person named on the Credential. Credential Display requirements are covered under section 1.2 in the 2019 AMA Pro Flat Track Rulebook. The cost of this credential is $425.00

**Team Pass** - A Team Pass is a season credential that may be issued to a different individual at each event. It is distributed in the form of a single event credential at each event and does not require the purchase of a separate American Flat Track membership for each person that utilizes the credentials. It may be used for sponsors, family members, guests, etc. Prior to each event, the authorized Team Pass contact will need to provide AMA Pro Racing with the name of the person they have approved to claim their Team Pass credential. To claim the credential, each person must complete, and sign the appropriate release forms and present a photo ID at Registration. The cost of this credential is $525.00. Each year, the AFT Twins Champion will be awarded two Team Pass credentials to use during the season immediately following the season the championship was won.

**Single Event Credentials** – A Basic American Flat Track membership is required to be eligible to purchase a single event credential. The membership is valid for the current season but a single event credential must be purchased from registration at each event. The cost of a Basic membership is $60.00 if purchased online in advance, or $80.00 if purchased at an event. A single event credential is $55.00 per event.

In all cases, memberships and credentials are non-refundable and non-transferrable.

**Spectator Tickets** – If paddock access is not required, please contact the promoter directly for spectator ticket information and pricing.